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INTRODUCTION
Aim:
• To tell Roxy’s story, and how we implemented PBS
• Share challenges and learning
• How PBS is helping Roxy to ‘Live her best life’

Context:
• Personal introduction
• Organisational context
• Organisational culture & values
• Existing infrastructure & resources

INTRODUCING ROXY
• Mid – twenties, female, can verbally communicate
• Lives in a supported living setting with 3 other people
• Has lived in other settings
• Loves going out and about! Enjoys going on public transport

(train or bus) for adventures – particularly for meals out
• Skilled baker
• Enjoys music – and seeing others enjoy it
• Great with technology – music player, TV, DVD player
• Diagnosis of Learning Disability, and epilepsy, had a brain tumour as a child

WHY I CHOSE ROXY AS A CASE STUDY –
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION
• Roxy seemed to be more unsettled, more often
• This culminated in self harming behaviour such as head banging,

scratching herself and spitting.
• Roxy will become verbally aggressive whilst using a closed fist to
either punch the air, or objects around her, such as tables.
• For Roxy, verbal aggression can present itself as shouting, swearing
(usually f*** off) or threatening to harm others (for example pull their
hair).
• Over the last 3 months (28th April – 28th July) this has occurred on
average 4-5 times per week.

PERMA PROFILE & ACTION PLAN
What is it?

How was it developed?
• Team meetings

-

Positive Emotion

• Direct observations

-

Engagement

• Review of support plan (current &

-

Relationships

-

Meaning

-

Accomplishment

historic)

• Current & historic staff/ loved ones
• What does PERMA mean / look like

for this person now?

• How could it be improved?

WHAT PERMA (QOL) MEANS TO ROXY

Positive Emotion
Non- task related
positive affirmation
Sensory needs

Engagement
Goals,
Baking
Music
Trips out
Seeing Dad
Eating out

Things to Remember:
• A number of the area’s overlap – it doesn’t
Relationships
matter too much
which section they go into
• Quality of life“Doing
to me,with”
might be very different Achievement
spoken
Goals,
to Roxy Calmly
and what
she would choose
Meaning
Confident
Skill development,
Structure & plans she
Some males
Recogniton & Praise
has chosen
Choice

QUALITY OF LIFE IMPROVEMENTS MADE
- Radio and background music,
-

doors being closed
Review of staffing at the
service – including
competency assessments
Photographic rota
Keyworker
A dynamic “list” of tasks for
the day
Weekly activity planning
Trial of male staff

- Key to the front door
- Positive feedback monitoring

via PASS
- Review & increase of staff
support with local authority –
based on our data & analysis
- Skills teaching
for finances

DRIVEN BY DATA - QUANTITATIVE
A number of actions were identified from the PERMA action plan.
Trends
included:
Further
actions were identified from data analysis & time intensity
- Early
morning (bathing) – change times
model
-

Jess (recording)
Noise as a trigger (Co- Tenant)
Primary location at home – very few incidents in the community
Weekends have less incidents (hours of support)

DRIVEN BY DATA – QUALITATIVE
• Multi- agency team meetings
• Team meetings
• Supervisions
• Functional assessment
interviews (x3 staff)
• Motivational assessment scales
(x3 staff)
• Direct observations

FORMULATION
Information was
then drawn together
intoPBS
a triangulation
Interestingly, after commencing
interventions, the inferred function of the
table, changed:
and
behaviour(s)
contingency
flowchart to develop
a formulation.

WHAT WE DID NEXT
• Review of traffic light plan – including
introduction of recovery phase
(including stakeholders)
• Amended behaviour recording
organisationally
• Skills teaching
• Ongoing review of incidents, records
and plans
• Shared learning in Team Meeting
• Shared learning in Managers Meeting

DEMONSTRATING IMPACT FOR ROXY
Accomplishment
“I’m getting
good at this
aren’t I
Emily?”

Positive
Emotion

Meaning
- Planning a
holiday to
Corfu
- Planning
swimming
- Plans for
train
- Cooking items
for the house
- Redecorated
bedroom

67%
reduction in
behaviours
described as
challenging

Roxy is living a better life, but not yet her #bestlife
- Next steps on the PBS journey with Roxy are to:
- Life planning tool
- Voluntary job
- Functionally equivalent skills teaching
- Structured turn taking
- Review compatibility with others
- Deliver on her plans from the previous slide – post CoVID-19!
- Regular visits with family (+ Support) & creating a memory box/ book
Saracen Care continue on their PBS journey….
- Systemwide PBS
- Training more people as ‘Train the Trainers’
- Sustaining changes

?

QUESTIONS?
Emily@saracencare.co.uk
(01242) 515162
www.saracencare.co.uk

